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Abstract. One of the significant groups of security endangerments in the 
internet to day is DoS/DDos attacks. Some traceback approach have been 
proposed to trace the spoofed source of attack . One of these  methods is  the 
Intention-driven iTrace and this method is based on  ICMP traceback 
(iTrcae).  With   this method it will be  possible to   generate  effective iTrcae 
messages . Effective iTrace messages  can provide enough information to the 
victim to reconstruct the path  of  the source of attack faster  .In our proposed 
model , we want to show that if we consider incoming packets routed  to the 
victim  and modify intention-driven iTrace model to generate  iTrace message 
base of incoming rates  ,we can accelerate the chances  for effective  iTrace 
message in  Intention-driven model.  
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1  Introduction 

   In a denial-of-service (DoS) attack ,a lot of  malicious packets will be sent  toward 
one or many victims .In Distributed DoS attack from multiple points it happens and  
user  requests are disrupted  and services are denied  to the legitimate  users . In this 
kind of attack , hacker usually sends packets with spoofed source IP address so that 
the victim can not trace source of attack path. DoS/DDos is  one of the major threats 
and among the hardest security problem in today’s Internet [1]. Both DoS and DDoS 
attacks exploit the vulnerability of today’s network infrastructure. In the past several 
years, DoS/DDoS attacks have increased in frequency, severity, and sophistication.  
In  2002 CSI/FBI Computer Crime and Security Survey results show that over 55% of 
respondents have been hit by DoS/DDoS attacks, which caused total losses of 
$18,370,500 in the first quarter of 2002. The widely known February 2000 DoS 
attacks, bringing down commercial websites such as Yahoo, eBay, Amazon, CNN, 
and ZDNet, are a painful reminder that DoS and DDoS attacks have become some of 
the severest network security problems. 
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The objective of IP traceback is to identify  the actual origin of attack packets. IP 
traceback techniques can be defined in following three groups  [2].  
1)Packet marking: Routers mark path information in packets as they pass through the 
Internet. Victims reconstruct attack paths from path fragments embedded in received 
packets. 
2) Messaging: Routers probabilistically send ICMP messages, which has both IP 
address and MAC address of upstream and downstream routers . Victims build attack 
paths from received ICMP messages. 
3) Packet Digesting: Routers store audit logs of forwarded packets to support tracing 
attack flows. Victims consult upstream routers to reconstruct attack paths. 
In this paper we want to show a proposed traceback model which falls in Intention-
driven iTrace , one of the messaging techniques, which will be discussed in detail in 
later sections 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 1 gives an introduction to the paper. 
Section 2 highlights the ICMP related works . Section 3 describes a more effective  
ICMP traceback messages. Section 4 we describe our proposed model to make  
effective ICMP message faster to the victim . 

2  background  

ICMP traceback (iTrace) proposed in IETF .In this case , when forwarding packets, 
routers can, with a low probability (1/20000),generate a raceback message that is sent 
along to the destination. With enough Traceback messages from enough routers along 
the path, the traffic source and path can be determined [3].An ICMP tarceback 
message has pair  IP address and MAC  address of both upstream and down stream 
routers. An iTrace collector (for example IDS) with enough iTrace packets can 
reconstruct attack source path. 

In ICMP traceback with cumulative path [4] , they use various solutions  to encode 
the path traversed  by the attack packets into the iTrace message .Instead of encoding 
the path information in the IP packet header  , they use iTrace message to store path 
information and then send it to the next hop router then this router will process the 
iTrace message to see that if  IP packet and iTrace message has same path or not. 
Then they decide to send new iTrace message or append it to original IP. 

An other approach is Intention-driven ICMP traceback [5] .A router conceptually 
has two tables : routing information table and a packet forwarding table .Community 
attribute (32 bit unsigned integer ) in BGP routing information exchange  protocol  is 
proposed to distribute the intention bit value . A downstream BGP router can pick it 
up and update the intention value . 



3 Effective iTrace packet 

IETF iTrace working group has introduced ICMP traceback ( iTrace message) 
toward victim with probability 1 over 20k [3] . In this case we have huge traffic near 
the  victim , and this probability may be sufficient to give enough information to 
iTrace collector to reconstruct the attack source path. But near source of attack which 
attack rates is not high , selected packet to create iTrace message may not be related 
to the victim and  provided information by this iTrace packet  is not useful to 
reconstruct the source path . 

In intention-driven model [5] ,they introduced 2 module to increase the chance of 
useful iTrace packets. .Decision module and iTrace generation module (fig.1) 

 
Fig.1 Intention –driven iTrace message 

 
The decision module determine which “entry” in the packet forwarding table 

should be target for iTrace . Base of this decision one special bit in the packet 
forwarding table will be set to 1 and the next data packet using this particular 
forwarding entry will be chosen as an iTrace message, next this chosen will be 
preceded by the iTrace “generation” module and a new iTrace message will be sent. 
In this model the  selected packet has more effect and can provide enough information 
to  the victim to reconstruct attack source  path . 

4.Accelerate effective  iTrece message 

Intention-driven  method can increase the chance of useful iTrace packet but we 
have to consider a problem here ;  selected packet to make iTrace from the specific 
entry in this model may not be belong to the attacker because it is possible a 
legitimate user also use the victim service with same routing table pattern an same 
forwarding table.  



To solve this problem we proposed a new model base of ID-itarceback model. We 
assume attack rate is more than normal at  further  router  from the victim. we want to 
add one more module .In our model when decision module dedicate forwarded 
interface , generated module first checks the incoming router interfaces to  find which 
interface has the highest rate packets  towards the victim , then select the packet to 
generate iTrace message which has to be the   base of this incoming interface (Fig.2) 

 
Fig.2 Proposed Model 

This selection can increase the chance of effective  iTrace message specially in the 
router far from victim when the attack rates is near to normal rates . 

We are now in implementation stage in omnet++ [6] simulator for  performance 
measurement .Quantity measurement with checking percentage of effective packets 
vs. background traffic and quality measurement with definition of value (accumulate 
iTrace message value over time) , the expected result is that both measurement show 
us better result in compare with pervious models. 
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